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Abstract
Platonists affirm the existence of abstract mathematical objects, and Nominalists
deny the existence of abstract mathematical objects. While there are standard
arguments in favor of Nominalism, these arguments fail to account for the necessity
of Nominalism. Furthermore, these arguments do nothing to explain why
Nominalism is true. They only point to certain theoretical vices that might befall
the Platonist. The goal of this paper is to formulate and defend a simple, valid
argument for the necessity of Nominalism that seeks to precisify the widespread
intuition that mathematical objects are somehow ‘spooky’ or ‘mysterious’.

1. Introduction
Are there any abstract mathematical objects? Platonists say ‘yes’, and Nominalists say ‘no’. Here,
I will be concerned with the case for Nominalism. One standard argument for Nominalism is an
epistemic argument, according to which Platonism should be rejected because there is no plausible
epistemology for how we come to know about a realm of causally-inert abstract objects. Another
standard argument for Nominalism is a uniqueness argument, according to which Platonism should
be rejected because it does not provide unique referents to mathematical singular terms like ‘2’.1
According to Balaguer (2009), ‘these are widely regarded as the two most important objections to
Platonism’ (87). Perhaps the next most common argument is an argument from parsimony,
according to which Platonism should be rejected because an ontology without abstract
mathematical objects is simpler than an ontology that includes such objects.
There are two serious problems with all of these arguments. First, none of these arguments account
for the metaphysical necessity of Nominalism, which is the orthodox Nominalist position. It would
certainly be nice if the Platonist could avoid these three objections. However, there is no modal
requirement that we can’t be in a skeptical scenario (e.g. there are possible worlds with brains in
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vats), nor is there a modal requirement that our singular terms must have unique referents, nor is
there a modal requirement that the world must be parsimonious. Second, none of these arguments
provide any satisfying explanation as to why there aren’t any abstract objects. They only point to
certain theoretical vices that might befall the Platonist.
It is surprisingly hard to find a compelling argument for Nominalism that avoids these two
problems.2 Because these arguments are so hard to find, some philosophers have argued that
Nominalists should simply abandon orthodoxy and regard their thesis as a contingent truth.3
However, many Nominalists don’t base their belief in Nominalism (or its necessity) on any
particular argument. Rather, they simply have a basic intuition that there couldn’t be abstract
mathematical objects.4 If pressed, they may simply say that such objects are too ‘mysterious’ or
‘spooky’ to be admitted into one’s ontology.
It is easy to be dismissive of such inchoate intuitions. However, I will argue that there is a fairly
straightforward, valid argument for Nominalism that can be rescued from these intuitions of
mysteriousness. Of course, like almost any other philosophical argument, its premises can be
resisted. However, each of the premises are at least prima facie plausible. Moreover, each of the
premises can also be supported by philosophical views that are independent of the debate between
Platonists and Nominalists. Lastly, the argument avoids the two serious problems that plague the
(arguably) most popular arguments in favor of Nominalism. For all these reasons, I believe the
argument deserves to be a major contender in the Nominalist’s arsenal.
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There are some arguments that purport to do this that are far less popular than the standard three arguments above.
For example, Goodman thought that the existence of sets was somehow unintelligible because different entities
couldn’t be composed of the same constituents (e.g. {Ø} and {{Ø}})). Even if this argument could be made to work,
in order to establish the necessity of Nominalism it would have to be supplemented with an argument that there
couldn’t be mathematical objects that aren’t sets. Some have thought that abstract objects couldn’t exist because
they lack clear ‘identity conditions’ (e.g. Quine 1960: 200–9). At least prima facie, however, sets do seem to have
precise identity conditions (e.g. two sets are identical if they have the same members). Jubien (1996) and Merricks
(1998) also argue against the general requirement for informative criteria of identity. One might also think that
Platonism should be rejected because it leads to set-theoretic paradoxes. However, there are standard ways to avoid
these paradoxes, and even if none of them succeed, this does not explain why other mathematical objects like the
natural numbers can’t exist.
3
For example, Rosen (2006) criticizes the view that Nominalism should be necessary, but he describes the ‘Standard
Conception’ of metaphysical necessity as one which is committed to such a claim. Clarke-Doane (2019a, 2019b)
argues that even if Nominalism is regarded as ‘metaphysically’ necessary, there is a broader sense of genuine
possibility on which it should be regarded as contingent. Balaguer (1998) also argues for a similar conclusion in
saying that ‘it is doubtful that our mathematical theories are necessary in any interesting sense’ (44).
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Baldly stated, here is the argument5:
1. Necessarily, there are no bare particulars.
2. Necessarily, if there are abstract mathematical objects, then there are bare particulars.
3. Therefore, necessarily, there are no abstract mathematical objects.
The argument brings together two largely separate strands of philosophy. The first premise draws
on very general metaphysical considerations concerning the relationship between objects and
properties, and the second premise draws on the increasingly popular ‘structuralist’ approach to
the philosophy of mathematics. In the next two sections, I will clarify and motivate both premises.

2. The First Premise
The intuitive idea of a bare particular is an object that has no intrinsic properties: no color, no
shape, no size, no mass, no charge, no causal powers, no conscious experiences, etc.6 However,
this intuitive idea needs to be precisified. Wouldn’t such an object have the property of being nonred, or the property of being self-identical, or the property of being such that all ravens are ravens?
In order to avoid unintended ‘counterexamples’ like these, one needs to be operating with a sparse
conception of properties. How one decides to precisify the intuitive idea of a bare particular will
be sensitive to one’s underlying metaphysical resources. For example, if one believes in universals
(sparsely construed), then one may say that a bare particular is an object that instantiates no
monadic universals.7 Alternatively, if one believes that there is a distinguished class of properties
that are (perfectly) natural, then one may say that a bare particular is an object that has no
(perfectly) natural intrinsic properties.8 Other philosophers may recognize a distinction between
properties that are genuine qualities (e.g. being red) and other ‘properties’ that merely play the
same semantic role as qualities in our language (e.g. being such that there are no unicorns).9 On
this approach, we may say that a bare particular is an object that has no intrinsic qualities.10,11

A precursor to this argument can be found in the following quote by Russell (1903): ‘If [numbers] are to be
anything at all, then they must be intrinsically something’ (86).
6
These examples are meant to be intuitively intrinsic, but philosophers have questioned each of them. For more on
the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic properties, see Marshall and Weatherson (2018).
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For more on universals, see Armstrong (1989).
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For more on natural properties, see Lewis (1983) and Dorr and Hawthorne (2013).
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For more on qualities, see Heil (2012: 53–83)
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Those philosophers who follow Goodman (1955) in thinking that any such distinction among (abundant)
properties is a mere projection of our conceptual scheme will be unable to make sense of the notion of a bare
particular.
11
Philosophers use the term ‘bare particular’ in different ways. Sometimes it is simply used to refer to any
underlying ‘substratum’, within the context of the substratum theory. My usage of the term resembles Sider’s (2006)
notion of a ‘truly bare particular’ and Perovíc’s (2017) notion of a ‘genuinely bare particular’.
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I take it to be at least prima facie plausible that there can’t be bare particulars. A wide variety of
philosophers, both historically and in contemporary times, have thought that bare particulars are
in some way incoherent or unintelligible.12 Try to positively conceive of a world that contains
nothing but a single bare particular. Such a world would be completely devoid of colors, shapes,
masses, particles, fields, conscious experiences, etc. Now conceive of a world that contains nothing
at all. Did you manage to conceive of two clearly distinct possibilities? To many, the answer will
be no. Insofar as one finds bare particulars to be inconceivable, this gives one some (defeasible)
reason to think that bare particulars are not genuinely possible.13 In writing about the ‘obvious
incoherence’ of bare particulars, Strawson (2017) writes, ‘Clearly there can no more be objects
without properties than there can be closed plane rectilinear figures that have three angles without
having three sides…to be is necessarily to be somehow or other, i.e. to have some nature or other,
i.e. to have properties’ (69). Armstrong (1997: 109–10) claimed that bare particulars were ‘vicious
abstractions’ and was explicit about their impossibility when building his own metaphysics.
Although Sider (2006) defends the intelligibility of bare particulars, he aptly summarizes a
common attitude towards bare particulars in saying that ‘bare particulars are widely regarded as
the grossest of metaphysical errors’ (392).
As well as being pre-theoretically attractive, the first premise can also be derived from
metaphysical views that are independent of the debate between Platonists and Nominalists. For
example, metaphysicians disagree about how individuals (or ‘objects’ or ‘particulars’) relate to the
properties that they have. On one view, the substratum theory, individuals and properties belong
to two separate ontological categories, and individuals ‘instantiate’ properties. On a rival view, the
bundle theory, there are really only properties (either tropes or universals), which may be bundled
together by a relation of ‘compresence’. When the substratum theorist says that there is some
individual a that instantiates properties F and G, the bundle theorist dispenses with a and simply
says that F and G are compresent. Various different versions of the bundle theory have been
defended by many different philosophers.14 All of them, however, imply that bare particulars are
impossible. If there are no properties to bundle together, then there is no corresponding object.
In recent times, many other anti-individualist views have been developed in addition to the bundle
theory. For example, Dasgupta (2009, 2017) defends a view called ‘Algebraic Generalism’ that
accounts for some standard objections to the bundle theory. Turner (forthcoming) develops a
metaphysical theory that dispenses with individuals in favor of a theory that is described using
‘predicate functors’. Strawson (2008) argues that we should collapse the object-property

See, for example, Plato’s Timaeus (48c–53c), Aristotle’s Metaphysics (1029a20–33), Locke (1977), Russell
(1996), Mertz (2003), Lowe (2003: 86), Bailey (2012), and Giberman (2012).
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See Chalmers (2002) for more on the nature of positive conceivability and its relationship to possibility.
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See, for example, Russell (1940), Williams (1953), Campbell (1990), Bacon (1995), Paul (2002, 2017), and
Keinänen and Tahko (2019).
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distinction altogether. On his view, ‘the being of an object is literally identical with the being of
its propertiedness’ (281).15
The reasons why metaphysicians have been attracted to anti-individualist views are many and
varied. Some are attracted by the elegance and simplicity of having a one-category ontology over
an ontology consisting of both individuals and properties (e.g. Paul 2002, 2017). Some wish to
avoid ‘haecceitistically’ distinct metaphysical possibilities that only differ about which individuals
have which properties. Not only do these possibilities involve empirically undetectable
differences, but they also threaten the viability of determinism. For example, the famous hole
argument in the context of general relativity purports to show that the theory of general relativity
fails to be deterministic because of certain haecceitistically different possibilities.16 Dasgupta
(2009, 2017) has also argued that individuals should be eliminated for the same reasons that
absolute velocity should be eliminated from our best physical theories.17
This is not the place to fully assess the costs and benefits of these different metaphysical
approaches. The main point I wish to make is simply that, in addition to being pre-theoretically
intuitive, the first premise can also be supported by independent metaphysical arguments.

3. The Second Premise
The second premise receives prima facie support from the standard negative characterization of
abstract objects. Abstract objects are supposed to lack any physical properties, mental properties,
spatiotemporal properties, or causal properties.18 Bare particulars lack all such properties as well,
since they lack all properties simpliciter. However, one might argue that there are distinctively
mathematical properties that count as intrinsic qualities, or intrinsic (perfectly) natural properties,
which serve to distinguish mathematical objects from bare particulars. For example, perhaps the
number 4 has the intrinsic quality of being even, and the number 7 has the intrinsic quality of being
prime.
In response to this suggestion, the best defense of the second premise involves a structuralist
approach to mathematical properties, which is becoming increasingly popular in the philosophy of
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See Strawson (2021) and Builes (2021) for further development of this view.
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mathematics.19 In slogan form, structuralism is the thesis that mathematics is the study of purely
structural or relational features of things, and, as such, it does not concern itself with the intrinsic
nature of the particular objects that stand in such relations. For example, to say that the number 4
is ‘even’ is simply to say that the number 2 stands in the is-a-divisor-of relation to 4. To say that
the number 7 is prime is simply to say that there do not exist any numbers (other than 1 or 7) that
stand in the is-a-divisor-of relation to 7. Here are some representative structuralist remarks:
To be the number 3 is no more and no less than to be preceded by 2, 1, and possibly 0, to
be followed by 4, 5, and so forth. (Benacerraf 1965: 291)
Mathematics is concerned with structures involving mathematical objects and not with the
‘internal’ nature of the objects themselves. (Resnik 1997: 529)
[There] is no more to the individual numbers ‘in themselves’ than the relations they bear
to each other. (Shapiro 1997: 73)
Although these remarks might seem applicable to numbers, one might initially question whether
they apply to all mathematical objects. Don’t the objects of Euclidean Geometry, such as lines and
shapes, have an intrinsic nature? Can’t we speak of functions being intrinsically continuous or
differentiable? Don’t sets ‘contain’ other sets as part of their internal structure? Don’t sets have
intrinsic ‘sizes’ corresponding to their cardinality? Although these kinds of cases might seem like
counterexamples, further reflection on them only supports the claim that mathematical objects are
bare particulars. By definition, abstract mathematical objects are entirely non-spatial. The
Euclidean abstract triangle, for example, cannot literally have three sides or three angles (or any
other geometrical properties) if it has no spatial extension whatsoever! It is likewise misleading to
visualize a continuous or differentiable function as analogous to a continuous or differentiable line
on a piece of paper. Lines on paper have all sorts of intrinsic geometrical properties, but abstract
functions cannot have any geometrical properties, since they also completely lack spatial
extension. In response, one could associate these geometric objects with an abstract ‘space’ such
as ℝ3, but then the question of whether these geometric objects are bare particulars reduces to the
question of whether set-theoretic constructions of numbers (such as ℝ3) are bare particulars.
In the case of sets, we might analogize sets ‘containing’ other sets by reference to ordinary physical
objects containing various others. However, the ‘membership’ relation in set theory is exactly that:
a relation. To say that the empty set is a member of the singleton of the empty set is only to say
that one object stands in a certain asymmetric relation to another. Moreover, in claiming that a set
has a certain intrinsic ‘size’ or cardinality, one is only claiming (by definition of cardinality) that
there exists a bijective function that relates the original set to another set (a cardinal). In fact, once
one recognizes that the only non-logical notion in the language of set theory is a binary relation
(the ‘membership’ relation), and once one acknowledges that the whole of mathematics can be
19
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done in the language of set theory, it follows that mathematical claims only ever make claims about
which objects stand in which relations to others.20
As John Burgess (2015) argues in detail, the advent of the modern axiomatic method of
mathematics, in which mathematical structures are characterized by formal axioms, sought to
replace the kinds of informal geometric, spatial, and other forms of intuition that used to be
prevalent in mathematical proofs and definitions. Although these kinds of informal intuitions about
mathematical objects can certainly be helpful to the practicing mathematician, the quest for a
rigorous foundation of mathematics has squarely favored the axiomatic method. For our purposes,
the most important consequence of the axiomatic method is that formal axioms can only ever
characterize mathematical structures up to isomorphism. Since the intrinsic qualities of objects are
not invariant across isomorphic structures, it follows that mathematical practice is not concerned
with the intrinsic qualities of the objects that it studies.
In light of these sociological observations about contemporary mathematical practice,
philosophers of mathematics have developed many different (philosophically controversial)
structuralist approaches to mathematics. Some of these approaches are Platonist, such as Shapiro’s
(1997) ante rem structuralism, and others are Nominalist, such as Hellman’s (1989) modal
structuralism. Structuralism per se is therefore neutral with respect to the debate between Platonists
and Nominalists. However, one might naturally wonder whether Platonist versions of
Structuralism are committed to the existence of bare particulars. How have Platonists responded
to this kind of threat? Although the literature on Platonist versions of Structuralism is vast, it is
worth making three points in response to this question.
First, it should be pointed out that the notion of a ‘bare particular’ is a technical notion from the
metaphysical literature on objects and properties that is seldom discussed in the literature on the
philosophy of mathematics. For this reason, it’s hard to know exactly how Platonist versions of
Structuralism respond to the threat of bare particulars. Several philosophers have emphasized that
Structuralist versions of Platonism should endorse the view that mathematical objects have
intrinsic properties, such as the property of being abstract.21 However, following our discussion
in the previous section, merely claiming that an object has an intrinsic property does not establish
that an object is not a bare particular. After all, bare particulars (if they could exist) would have
the intrinsic properties of being non-red and being non-massive and being non-spatial, etc. Making
sense of the notion of a bare particular requires a metaphysical distinction among intrinsic
My discussion of sets is intended to be limited to what philosophers sometimes call ‘pure’ sets as opposed to
‘impure’ sets. Pure sets ultimately contain only sets, whereas impure sets ultimately contain concrete objects (a set x
‘ultimately contains’ y if it x’s transitive closure contains y). Maddy (1990) has argued, for example, that sets of
physical objects are located in space and time and have causal powers (because they can be perceived by the senses).
More generally, views on which impure sets of concrete objects are somehow ‘made up of’ or ‘constituted’ by these
concrete objects (and thereby inherent some of the intrinsic qualities of these concrete objects) are outside the scope
of my argument. My aim is only to argue against the existence of abstract mathematical objects, and impure sets of
this kind are arguably not abstract.
21
See Burgess (1999), Reck (2003: 406-409), MacBride (2005: 583-584), and Linnebo and Pettigrew (2014).
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properties, which rules out ‘merely negative’ intrinsic properties such as being non-red. If an
object has the intrinsic property of being abstract in virtue of (say) being non-spatio-temporal,
being non-mental, and being non-causal, then being abstract will simply be akin to the property
of being non-red.22
Second, a standard way for Platonists to accommodate structuralist intuitions is by claiming that
allegedly singular terms like ‘2’ do not successfully refer to unique objects. For example, on
popular versions of set-theoretic structuralism, the only mathematical objects are sets, and ‘2’ may
be taken to refer to any set that plays the ‘role’ of 2 in any set-theoretic structure that satisfies the
axioms of arithmetic.23 In saying that ‘2’ does not uniquely refer to any particular set, set-theoretic
versions of structuralism can accommodate the structuralist intuition that it would be entirely
arbitrary to identify the number 2 with any particular set. However, these versions of Platonism
only move the bump under the rug as far as bare particulars are concerned. If sets fail to have any
intrinsic qualities, then the hierarchy of sets will simply be a hierarchy of bare particulars that stand
in ‘membership’ relations to one another.
Lastly, some Platonists of a Structuralist bent have simply claimed that it is unproblematic for
mathematical objects to lack any intrinsic nature (however ‘intrinsic nature’ is ultimately
understood).24 While I don’t think there is any knock-down argument against this kind of attitude,
it should be stressed that the possibility of bare particulars is bound up with all sorts of very general
debates that metaphysicians have been having for a long time. Even if one finds the idea of a bare
particular to be pre-theoretically intelligible, one’s ultimate verdict concerning the possibility of
bare particulars should be sensitive to the considerations involved in these more general
metaphysical debates (such as the debate between the substratum theorist and the bundle theorist).
The viability of a Platonist view according to which Plato’s Heaven is filled with an infinity of
bare particulars that stand in various relations to one another cannot simply be decided on grounds
that are internal to the philosophy of mathematics.
In any case, let us turn our attention back to the second premise of the argument:
2. Necessarily, if there are abstract mathematical objects, then there are bare particulars.

Different structuralist strategies for providing a defensible analysis of the slogan that ‘mathematical entities only
have structural properties’ in some ways mirror the kinds of attempts to precisify the notion of a bare particular. For
example, these strategies typically appeal to metaphysical distinctions involving ‘constitutive’ properties (e.g. see
Reck 2003) or ‘fundamental’ properties (e.g. see Linnebo and Pettigrew 2014). It’s a difficult metaphysical question
whether negative properties, such as being non-massive should count as ‘non-fundamental’, given that it’s unclear
how to ground the fact that [x is non-massive] in any more fundamental property of x.
23
See Pettigrew (2018) for a recent defense of this kind of set-theoretic structuralism.
24
For example, in response to the quote by Russell in footnote 5, Leitgeb (2020) claims that “it is simply not true
that in order for [mathematical objects] to be anything at all, they would have to be ‘intrinsically something’” (13).
22
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My main argument in favor of the second premise takes the form of a dilemma. On the first horn,
one could object to the second premise by saying that mathematics itself is in the business of
describing the intrinsic qualities of mathematical objects like the number 2. The problem with
taking this first horn is that it seems to fly in the face of mathematical practice. Insofar as
mathematicians are only concerned with properties that are preserved across isomorphic structures,
mathematics is not in the business of describing the intrinsic qualities of mathematical objects.
According to the second horn, one could grant that mathematics does not describe any intrinsic
qualities of mathematical objects. However, on this view, it is exceedingly unclear how one can
deny the second premise. Because abstract objects are non-physical, non-mental, non-causal, and
non-spatiotemporal, they don’t have any intrinsic qualities that are studied by any other nonmathematical field of inquiry. If the number 2 does have some intrinsic quality, it follows that it
must have an intrinsic quality that isn’t investigated by any field of inquiry at all, mathematical or
otherwise. Such a position seems to be committed to a kind of mysterianism about the number 2.
If no field of inquiry can investigate the intrinsic qualities of the number 2, then such intrinsic
qualities seem unknowable. Not only do we not know which intrinsic qualities the number 2 has,
but we don’t even have a positive conception of what such an intrinsic quality could possibly be
like. These intrinsic qualities are entirely ineffable to us. Even apart from these epistemological
problems, it’s not even clear that there could be intrinsic qualities that are non-physical, nonmental, non-mathematical, non-causal, and non-spatiotemporal for the number 2 to have.
In sum, those who deny the second premise must either reject all structuralist approaches to
mathematics in a fairly extreme way or countenance the existence of ineffable and unknowable
intrinsic qualities of mathematical objects that are not studied by any field of inquiry. Both options
involve significant costs for the Platonist.

4. Conclusion
The standard arguments for Nominalism have serious problems. They don’t explain why
mathematical objects don’t exist, and they don’t account for the necessity of Nominalism. I have
argued that the widespread intuition that abstract objects are somehow ‘spooky’ or ‘mysterious’
can be precisified into an argument that satisfies these two basic desiderata. The reason why
abstract mathematical objects can’t exist is because bare particulars can’t exist. After all, in order
to be something, you have to be like something!25

25
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